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“…so, so many people have been getting in touch to say 
they love this” - Ally McCrae, BBC Radio 1 
Featured on ‘Lester’s Library’ - BBC Radio 2 
 
‘Over My Head’ is the brand new single from modern-day-
musical-minstrel Johnny Lucas.  
 
Having graced of the airwaves of BBC Radio 1 and BBC 
Radio 2 in the last few months and completed a hugely 
success summer of major festival touring (including a slot at 
Glastonbury that went so well that he got poached to play 
an additional 3 shows) it is fair to say that 2014 has been a 
fabulous year for Johnny, with his unique brand of life-
affirming, energetic pop gaining much love. 
 
And the end of the year shows no sign of slowing down for 
the Warrington-born loop-pedal wizard as he has just been 
announced as Caffe Nero’s “Artist of the Month”. The 
acclaimed arts and music initiative from the coffee chain 
chooses an upcoming British artist who they feel will be the 
“next big thing” to feature on their website, play in their 
outlets and to perform live in a number of their flagship 
branches across the UK. 
 
In celebration of the release of earworm-inducing single 
’Over My Head’ - produced by Fred Cox (Wretch 32, Kwabs, 
Joel Compass) & mastered at Metropolis by Mazen Murad 
(M.I.A, Take That, The Rolling Stones) - Johnny is 
embarking on a 52 date run of live shows throughout 
November and December.  



 
The run of tour dates shows, once again, that he is one of 
the most adept and in-demand live performers in the 
country - his prowess live even won him a fan in the form of 
Led Zeppelin legend Jimmy Page, who said, “I loved what 
Johnny did with the loop pedal. Watching him perform was 
like an incredible 5D experience”!  
 
‘Over My Head’ is released via Generous Records on Monday 
15th December 
FOR MORE INFO CONTACT JAMES@PLAYOLA.CO.UK 
 


